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Working as a Front End Developer with 2+ Experience in designing, developing and

deploying various features in the domain of Telecom & E-Commerce where I was skilled in

React, Angular, HTML, CSS, JS, Bootstrap.

 - 

 - 

Worked on different projects in this organization on ReactJS as well as Angular, serving

as an Frontend developer, involved in designing and developing various features for the

webpage.

Worked on different servers to maintain the flow and create new methods to make data

flow more efficient and less chances of any data loss. It involves the admin

responsibilities and the GCP jobs deployment and maintenance of these jobs.

Sept 2022 presentApplication Development Analyst

Accenture, Pune

Aug 2021 Aug 2022Application Development Associate

Accenture, Bengaluru

 - 

8.02/10 CGPA

2017 2021B. Tech in Computer Science & Technology

Asansol Engineering College

 - 

Lead the effort to design, build and configure the e-Commerce website which contains

the checkout page along with multiple viewing options for a renowned makeup brand.

Also, it was efficiently created to handle the in-store purchase option to have fluent user

experience. Designed developed and launched reusable components and highly

customized responsive web simulation using advanced technology. 

Integrating the end to end data pipeline to take data from source systems to target data

repositories ensuring the quality and consistency of data is maintained at all times.

Designing and Implementing highly performant data ingestion pipelines from multiple

sources using ETL tool. Gained understanding of the flow and architecture of

commissions.

Jan 2023Renowned Makeup Brand

Accenture

Dec 2021 Dec 2022Belgium Renowned Network Operator

Accenture

Web Development

React

Angular

HTML5

CSS3

JavaScript

Bootstrap

Redux

XML

Google Cloud Services

Visual Studio

 Jira

 Postman

SQL Developer

 SourceTree

GitHub

Bitbucket

Created a Portfolio Website and

hosted it on My Website.

Created a Book Publication website ,

 Habitica and many minor projects.

Performed & Organized many

Cultural Events

Got 2nd prize in AEC Coding

Competition.

Part of NSS AEC for volunteering

2 BDC's & leaded the team of

special camp for betterment of

slum children.

Part of Basketball Team, AEC.

Represented the college in many

Cultural Fest

Created with
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Most Proud Of

My Time
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